Automatic lymphoma detection and accurate lymphoma boundary delineation from whole body Positron Emission Tomography/Computed Tomography (PET/CT) scans are essential for surgical navigation and radiation therapy. Besides, labeling the data, which means contouring the lymphoma contour in images is time-consuming, operator intensive and subjective. Hence, this paper integrates the supervised learning and unsupervised learning to propose an end-to-end segmentation network, namely DenseX-Net, for both lymphoma detection and segmentation. There are two important flows in the proposed DenseX-Net. One is a reconstruction flow (based on the convolutional encoder-decoder form) that can be used for learning semantic representations of different lymphomas by minimizing the discrepancy between each input and its output in an unsupervised learning form. The other one is a segmentation flow (based on DenseU-Net) that performs the lymphoma segmentation task. Note that, the encoders in both flows are trained jointly with the same weights, which can facilitate DenseX-Net obtaining the accurate segmentation using a little labeled data. We evaluate our proposed DenseX-Net for lymphoma segmentation on 80 real PET/CT cases (from General Hospital of Northern Military Area) with a Dice coefficient of 72.84%. Experimentations and comparisons demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of DenseX-Net as well as its performance advantages as compared with related segmentation networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lymphoma, as a group of malignant tumor originating from the lymphatic system, is one of the most common cancers that can affect all organs of the body. In clinical diagnosis and prognosis for lymphoma, Positron Emission Tomography/Computed Tomography (PET/CT) is an effective imaging tool for segmentation. As Standard Uptake Value (SUV), which is exported from PET, can respond to the metabolic activity of human tissues, it is sensitive for detecting lymphoma [1] . However, due to its low resolution and high signalto-noise ratio [2] , PET is usually used with the combination of CT, which specializes at structural imaging. Lymphoma mortality is high. Its detection and boundary delineation are an important basis for surgical navigation and radiation therapy.
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Because of the systemic distribution, multiple organ invasions, numerous subtypes and large varieties among subtypes in lymphoma, it is more challenging to segment lymphoma from whole-body PET/CT images than other organ or tumor segmentation tasks. Traditionally, this work is accomplished manually by clinicians, but inevitably, it is time-consuming, operator intensive, and depends heavily on clinicians' subjectivity. Now, with the development of computer-aided diagnosis technology, some researchers have proposed new segmentation schemes, which can mainly be divided into three categories as follows.
The first category is setting a threshold of SUV. As we mentioned, SUV in PET images is sensitive to lymphoma. Based on this, some researchers select fixed SUVs as thresholds such as 2.5 [3] . There are also many researchers developing their thresholds on the tumor segmentation, for example, the mean SUV of the liver [4] and 40% of the local SUVmax [5] . Black et al. proposes a method based on updating the threshold iteratively according to the mean SUV in the target regions of interest (ROIs) [6] . Nestle et al. proposes a threshold based on the weighted SUV sum between the average SUV in the tumor region and the background region. These methods are weak interaction [7] and fast. But lack flexibility in boundary delineation and require the clinicians to locate the ROIs in advance.
Not satisfied with the inflexible boundary delineation, some researchers who are inspired by semantic segmentation in nature image, introduce region growing into medical image segmentation as the second type of method [8] , [9] . Typically, the cellular automaton with initializing seed automatically is proposed to segment lymphoma [8] . By setting the specific growth function and stopping condition, it will grow step by step until the stop condition is satisfied. This type of method implicitly considers the shape and texture information of the segmentation target. But it still has a disadvantage that the target ROIs depend on professional clinicians for location, and the time spent on predicting an image is very high.
The third category is based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). In medical image processing, CNN has achieved some results in many regions, such as classification for lung nodule [10] , localization for ROIs in CT [11] , registration for brain in MRI [12] , or segmentation for neuronal structures [13] . Considering the above two categories of methods still depend on interaction from professional clinicians in advance, the method of segmenting lymphoma automatically based on CNN is worth trying. However, an effective supervised learning model usually requires a lot of labeled data, which is impractical for the diagnosis of uncommon diseases. To address this issue, one strategy is data augmentation, such as shifting, rotating and random cropping. The other strategy is taking semisupervised models. Under this strategy, some researchers come up with the self-training scheme [14] , [15] , which optimizes the classifier with labeled dataset and extend the labeled dataset by predicting the unlabeled samples iteratively. This is considered as the confidence assumption. Other researchers prefer using labeled data to annotate unlabeled data by clustering the samples in feature space [16] . This is considered as the cluster assumption. As in our lymphoma segmentation task, the amount of labeled data is limited, but there is plenty of unlabeled data, which is adaptive to semisupervised, we propose an end-to-end semi-supervised model to segment lymphoma automatically, namely DenseX-Net. It consists of two parallel flows, one is the segmentation flow based on DenseU-Net [17] and the other is the reconstruction flow based on convolutional encoder-decoder form.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• The traditional semi-supervised strategy performs the same task using both labeled and unlabeled data. Our semi-supervised strategy in DenseX-Net performs the reconstruction task by unlabeled data and performs the segmentation task on labeled data, which can implicitly perceive the distribution of the data fields without the confidence assumption and cluster assumption. Specifically, as the segmentation flow learns the map from the input image to the segmentation result, the reconstruction flow takes the unlabeled image as input and tries to reconstruct the input image in its output, which means it can conduct unsupervised learning without label. As the reconstruction flow of DenseX-Net is trained, it can determine the optimal convolutional kernel, which can promote segmentation flow to obtain accurate segmentation results in the condition where the number of labeled data is limited.
• DenseX-Net adopts a ''joint training'' strategy to learn the network's optimal parameters. Two flows in DenseX-Net are trained alternatively while the weights in encoders are transferred between each other, which is formally similar to the alternating direction multiplier method (ADMM) [18] . Specifically, we first train the reconstruction flow while fixing the segmentation flow and then train the segmentation flow while fixing the reconstruction flow. The joint training strategy shares convolution kernels of both flows' encoder (down-sampling) layers and trains the different decoder (up-sampling) layers via different tasks. The joint training will be described in more detail in Section III.C.
• Another major challenge of segmenting lymphoma automatically in the PET/CT scan is the high false positive caused by normal hypermetabolic organs (such as brain, liver, kidney, bladder, etc.) [19] . Conventionally, a common solution is to manually or automatically remove these normal hypermetabolic organs before segmenting, which can be considered as a pre-processing [20] . However, the final segmentation results is dependent on the accuracy of organ segmentation heavily. Therefore, DenseX-Net takes the sample stacking three consecutive CT slices and their corresponding SUV slices as the input. The consecutive slices can introduce the spatial context information into the segmentation task. Besides, adopting multi-modality can combine anatomical information with metabolic information. The stack can obtain more accurate boundary results and reduces segmentation false positives effectively. The dataset contains 80 labeled imaging sequences from 80 patients in the General Hospital of Northern Military Area. In order to prove the effectiveness of semi-supervised, we perform ablation experiments on plain convolutional layer, the residual block [21] , and the dense block [22] , respectively, and compare the DenseX-Net with some stateof-art architectures on segmenting lymphomas. Compared to these methods for segmentation, our model can achieve 72.63% on Dice, 70.03% on Precision and 80.79% on Recall. After adjusting the threshold, the Dice can achieve 72.84%.
Our article is organized as follows: Section II describes the acquisition and processing of image data. Section III elaborates on the construction of our model. In Section IV, we conduct experiments to evaluate DenseX-Net and analyze the results. In Section V, DenseX-Net is compared with other networks by some experiments and the qualitative and quantitative analyses are given. All of our work is reviewed and summarized in Section VI.
II. DATA AND PREPROCESSING A. DATA DESCRIPTION
To the best of our knowledge, there is no public dataset for lymphoma segmentation. Our experimental dataset consists of 80 labeled cases of real PET/CT scans, whose label means contouring the lymphoma contour in the PET/CT scans, from the General Hospital of Northern Military Area. As each case contains about 300 PET/CT slices, the number of images used in our experiments is about 24,000. According to pathological reports, there are mainly non-Hodgkin diffuse large B lymphoma and Hodgkin's lymphoma in the dataset. All PET/CT scans have been scanned by a PET/CT scanner (GE Discovery VCT). The PET scanner consists of a 32-ring detector using BGO crystals, where its axial resolution and transverse resolution are 4 mm and 4.8mm respectively. The CT scanner is a 64-slice spiral CT.
The PET/CT imaging preparation and procedure are as follows. The patient receives an injection of 18.5 mbg/kg of 18 F-FDG prior to imaging and then takes a rest for about 60 minutes in a dark room. Drinking water and urinating during this period are done according to the clinician's request. In the PET/CT imaging, the patient is firstly scanned by CT and a 512 × 512 matrix is adopted to store CT Images. The tube voltage and current are 120KV and 100-160 mA respectively. The CT slice thickness is 3.75 mm. The range of PET scan is from the top of the skull to the femur using the 3D scanning. There are 6-8 collection beds and the acquisition time of each bed is about 3 minutes. The attenuation correction is taken automatically on PET scans based on corresponding CT scans and finally, we can obtain PET/CT images. The boundary of each lymphoma on PET/CT images is delineated by three clinicians and has been verified and revised by a nuclear medicine expert. Note that, the manual delineation is considered as the ground truth of each lymphoma. Besides the labeled sequences, there are 250 unlabeled imaging sequences.
B. DATA PREPROCESSING
Generally, All PET/CT data are stored using the DICOM file. The Hounsfield Unit value (HU) and SUV of the patient volume data can be exported from corresponding CT and PET DCM files respectively. Specifically, HU measures the X-ray absorptivity of human tissues, which reflects the anatomical information inside the patient. According to the clinicians' suggestion, the window center and width for HU are set as 0 and 500 respectively.
On the other hand, the SUV measures the absorption and metabolism of 18 F-FDG, which can respond to the metabolic activity of human tissues. SUV calculated by combining PET pixel value and the patient's lean body mass is SUV lbm , which provides a more accurate estimation. It can be calculated by the following formulas [23] :
where pet_pixel represents the pixel value in PET data and inject_dose can be obtained from the DICOM file. lbm is the lean body mass of patient in the unit of grams and it can be calculated using (2), where w is weight in grams and h is height in centimeters. It can be seen that the formula for lbm is different according to gender.
As the resolution of a SUV image (obtained from PET) is 128 × 128 and the resolution of a CT image is 512 × 512, we resize the resolution of both images to 256 × 256 by adjusting the pixel pitch. Note that, Hu value in CT and SUV in PET are both normalized into the standard normal distribution by the linear standardization method before training models.
III. DenseX-NET FOR LYMPHOMA SEGMENTATION A. NETWORK INPUT
Generally, taking 3D blocks as input in medical image segmentation can take advantage of the spatial information [24] . However, because the location and size of lymphomas are various (some lymphomas at the lymph nodes can be very small, which may just handle several pixels, while some lymphomas such as splenic lymphomas can be very large), the positive pixels and negative pixels in one 3D sample can be extremely unbalanced. Besides, the segmentation based on 3D blocks still faces the problem that 3D samples which contain lymphomas are more limited. What's more, 3D segmentation will bring a significant improvement on the requirement of computation. So taking 3D blocks as input is not appropriate for segmenting lymphomas.
On the other hand, plain 2D segmentation will loss spatial information. In order to compensate for it, before segmenting each slice, we stack each slice with its upper and lower adjacent slices together as its input. As previously mentioned, PET can provide metabolic information while CT can offer structural information. For the purpose of integrating these two kinds of information effectively, we design a 6-channel input with the shape of (256, 256, 6) for DenseX-Net, which is formed by stacking three consecutive CT slices as described above and their corresponding SUV slices together. An example illustrating this input mode is shown in Fig.1 . Each color rectangle represents an input sample with the shape of (256, 256, 6) (3 CT images + 3 SUV images). This also brings the effect of augmenting data to some extent.
Thus, except for multi-modality information, spatial context information can also be retained into DenseX-Net for improving segmentation performance under the acceptable requirement of computation. Fig.2 shows the DenseX-Net architecture that includes the flowchart of lymphoma segmentation, where the number before @ inside each cube represents the size of a feature map and the number after @ denotes the number of feature maps. The shape of the network architecture is similar to the letter ''X'' and the feature extraction and refinement are performed based on the dense block unit [22] , thus we call it as DenseX-Net.
B. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
As Fig.3 shows, the dense block used in DenseX-Net contains 9 layers. Each of the top 8 layers is composed of Concatenate, Batch Normalization, RELU and Convolution with 8 kernels, which can concatenate the outputs from its top layer and obtain 8 feature maps. The last concatenation layer concatenates all the 8 feature maps to 64 feature maps. As an end-to-end model, DenseX-Net is mainly composed of two operational flows by combining supervised learning and unsupervised learning. One is a segmentation flow that combines feature extraction and semantic segmentation together based on DenseU-Net. The other is a reconstruction flow that learns semantic representations of different lymphomas by minimizing the discrepancy between each input and its output in an unsupervised learning form. These two flows perform the gradient backpropagation together and their encoders are jointly trained for improving model performance and accelerating network convergence.
Specifically, DenseX-Net is constructed based on FC-DenseNet [17] . Thus, 16 convolution kernels are used for feature mapping in initial convolution layers of both operational flows' encoders. For the segmentation flow, the feature extraction and down-sampling are performed by 6 dense blocks and 5 transition down operations with max-pooling (as the orange arrows in Fig.2 ). Although the segmentation flow is regarded as the ''encoder-decoder'' form and can output the segmentation results with the same resolution of input, the number of feature map's channel will increase in the feature extraction and refinement process, which has the expensive computational requirement. To address this issue, we compress the number of feature maps using 1 × 1 convolution inspired by bottleneck [21] . For example, if the number of feature maps is m, we use m/2 1×1 convolution kernels in its following transition up operation to generate m/2 feature maps by fewer weights, where . indicates rounding down. Therefore, our transition down operation is implemented as a stack of Batch Normalization, RELU, 1×1 Convolution, RELU, and Transpose Convolution. Finally, DenseX-Net adopts the sigmoid activation function to obtain lymphoma segmentation results in the output layer. For the reconstruction flow, we construct the encoder and decoder FIGURE 2. The architecture of DenseX-Net. Each arrow represents the operation while each cube represents its feature maps with shape and number marked on it. The number before @ is the size of feature maps and the number after @ represents the number of feature maps. The upper flow (composed of yellow cubes) is the segmentation flow (based on DenseU-Net), while it receives the labeled data and outputs the gray map with each pixel representing the probability of a tumor. The lower flow (composed of purple cubes) is the reconstruction flow (based on convolutional encoder-decoder form), while it receives the unlabeled data and tries to reconstruct the input unlabeled data in its output as similar as possible. As the shape of its architecture is similar to the letter X, it is called DenseX-Net.
symmetrically. For the purpose of focus reconstruction flow on extracting abstract and key features, the skip connections in it are dropped, so the number of feature maps in reconstruction flow decoder is less. Note that, the reconstruction task is performed via the linear activation function in the last layer.
There are two important characteristics with respect to DenseX-Net. First, the reconstruction flow receives lots of unlabeled images and tries to learn semantic representations of different lymphomas while the segmentation flow receives limited annotated images and minimizes the discrepancy between its output and the manual annotation. This can demonstrate that DenseX-Net improves the segmentation performance just trained on limited annotated data compared to other segmentation models, which can address the issue of lack of annotated medical images. Second, the joint training mechanism (as red dash box in Fig.2 ) in encoders can perform more efficient feature extraction for obtaining a better segmentation result. It will be introduced in detail in Section III.C.
C. JOINT TRAINING
Traditionally, there are two main training methods for semisupervised models. One is that we can train a network via the labeled data firstly and then predict the results of unlabeled data. Finally, some unlabeled data considered correct can be added to the training set to tune the network. The other is that all data are fed into an unsupervised model for feature extraction and the labeled data are used to tune the network. However, these two training methods need to ensure that the labeled and unlabeled data perform the same task. In addition, they can not consider the relationship between labeled data and unlabeled data. To address these issues, we adopt a joint training strategy to train the proposed DenseX-Net. In each batch, we first train one flow once while fixing the other flow and then train the other flow while fixing this flow, which is formally similar to ADMM [18] . Adam optimizer is adopted to optimize weights during training each flow. The joint training can start from either of the two flows, but as the unlabeled data are more than labeled data, it is more helpful for avoiding falling into local optimal solutions to begin the joint training from the reconstruction flow. So, specifically, in each batch, we first train the reconstruction flow once using unlabeled PET/CT data while fixing the segmentation flow and use the trained convolution kernels to initialize the segmentation flow's encoder layers. Then, we begin to train the segmentation flow once using labeled PET/CT data while fixing the reconstruction flow and use the trained convolution kernels to tune the reconstruction flow's encoder layers. DenseX-Net can converge by training two subnetworks alternately with fewer iterations, and the loss curve shown in Fig.5(a) in the latter experiment can also prove this. The joint training strategy shares convolution kernels of both flows' encoder (down-sampling) layers and trains the different decoder (up-sampling) layers via different tasks, which can consider the correlation between the data sufficiently.
D. POST-PROCESSING
The patients' brain and bladder are always showing very high SUV except for the lymphoma, which causes interference in lymphoma segmentation. Since the brain and bladder always appear with a relatively fixed position, range, clear edge in PET SUV , and almost no lymphoma in them, we count the position and range of the brain regions in the volume data and take the union of all the regions as a bounding box in volume data. The same treatment is performed on bladder regions as well. When the segmentation result falls into the range, it will be considered as a false positive and removed from the final results automatically.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In our experiments, 35 cases which have been annotated by clinicians manually are selected as the labeled dataset and the remaining 45 cases as the unlabeled dataset with each case containing about 300 PET/CT slices. Then, the samples are generated as described in Section 2. The batch size is set as 8. In each batch, 8 samples are selected randomly from the labeled dataset with their ground truth. Meanwhile, 8 random samples from the unlabeled dataset are selected. A sample will never be selected twice in one epoch. When all the labeled sample has been selected, another epoch begins.
In order to evaluate our model quantitatively, three commonly segmentation metrics are considered, including Dice coefficient, precision (P) and recall (R). These specific calculation formulas are defined as follows [25] :
where tp represents the lymphoma regions which is detected by our model. The normal tissue regions classified as lymphoma mistakenly are represented as fp. On the contrary, the missed lymphoma regions are represented as tn.
Our experiments adopt 5-fold cross-validation experiments to evaluate the proposed DenseX-Net. It is trained using Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 10 −4 . The learning rate decays to one-tenth of the original if the loss does not decrease for 30 consecutive epochs. In order to avoid overfitting, the early stopping strategy is used for all models in our experiments, which defines that if the total loss of a model on the validation set is decreased less than 10 −4 for 40 consecutive epochs, this model can be considered as converged. Grid search shows that this configuration can ensure the networks converge smoothly and thoroughly.
The experimental platform is Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700 CPU @3.6 GHz, 24GB memory and one NVIDIA GTX1080Ti GPU with 3584 cores and 11GB memory. Python V3.6.8 is used as the programming language and related codes are implemented using Keras framework [26] , which regards Tensorflow framework as the backend.
B. SELECTION OF LOSS FUNCTION
Generally, the loss function is a measure of the difference between the network prediction and the ground truth. Deep learning models can be solved and evaluated by minimizing the loss function. In order to evaluate the segmentation performance of DenseX-Net with different loss functions, we design a set of experiments to test focal loss, dice loss, mse loss, and their different combinations respectively, which are usually used in different segmentation networks. The computational formulas of focal loss (L f ), dice loss (L d ) and mse loss (L m ) can be expressed via (6) [27] , (7) [24], (8):
where g i represents the ground truth and p i represents the probability of tumor in pixel level. N represents the number VOLUME 8, 2020 of pixels in one sample. γ and α are two hyperparameters in focal loss used to adjust the attention to the difficult targets and balance the number of positive and negative pixels. According to reference [27] , we set γ = 3 and α = 0.9 respectively. The quantitative results of DenseX-Net with different loss functions are presented in Table 1 . We can see that the networks with loss functions containing dice loss component have a slight advantage on Dice metric and the performance differences among loss functions are not obvious. This illustrates that DenseX-Net is insensitive to the loss function and more robust. As the sum of focal loss and dice loss achieves the best result, it is taken as our target loss in the segmentation flow and the concrete expression(L s ) is as (9):
In addition, we use the mse loss function to train the reconstruction flow and mitigate overfitting via l2 norm regularization.
C. TRAINING CURVES
Traditionally, the probability threshold of the output layer in deep learning models is set to 0.5 to obtain final classification results. Sometimes the fine-tuning strategy for this probability threshold will slightly improve network performance. Fig.4 shows Dice, P and R variation curves with different probability thresholds. It can be seen that if the probability threshold of the output layer is set as 0.65, the proposed DenseX-Net can achieve satisfactory results by considering three segmentation metrics simultaneously. Under the condition of the fixed output threshold, Fig.5 shows four kinds of training curves with the variation of epoch. Fig.5(a) is the total loss curve, from which we can see that, under the joint training, the DenseX-Net converges fast and exhibits strong stability on validation loss. Fig.6 shows lymphoma segmentation results on different slices using the proposed DenseX-Net. Fig.6 (a)-(e) represent different segmentation cases respectively. The top row is different CT slices and the second row is the corresponding PET suv slices. The third row represents the comparisons between the results of DenseX-Net and ground truth, where green is our segmentation results, red is ground truth and yellow represents the overlapping regions between them. The bottom row shows the segmentation heat maps by DenseX-Net, which can be used for the auxiliary analyses of hypersensitive regions. Through the discussions with an expert nuclear medicine clinicist, these visual results contribute to verify the following conclusions, 1) some isolated small lymphomas can be detected and segmented accurately by DenseX-Net, which can assist clinicians to improve diagnostic efficiency and accuracy significantly (as shown in Fig.6(a) ), 2) the boundary of the clustered lymphoma clump can be accurately delineated using DenseX-Net, which can provide automatic annotations for the radiotherapy (as shown in Fig.6(b) ), 3) although there is a splenic lymphoma near liver and kidney, DenseX-Net can still effectively segment the target with a low false positive (as shown in Fig.6(c) ), 4) the proposed DenseX-Net can avoid confusion between real lymphomas and some normal hypermetabolic organs (such as liver, kidney, ureter and etc.) (as shown in Fig.6(d) ), 5) Fig.6 (e) shows a false negative segmentation case, which may be caused by Insignificant metabolism, from which we can see that different from other tumors, there is a large variety of shape, size and location of lymphomas on whole-body PET/CT scans. This is one cause of segmentation failure. Another cause can be seen from the segmentation cases is that the boundary delineation of our results is not fine enough. They are our attentions in our future work.
V. COMPARISONS A. ABLATION EXPERIMENT
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed semi-supervised architecture and joint training, we perform ablation experiments using networks including DenseU-Net [17] , ResU-Net, ConvU-Net [13] , ResX-Net and ConvX-Net respectively. The DenseU-Net is established according to the same architecture of DenseX-Net but omitting the reconstruction flow. In order to verify the feature extraction performance of dense block, ConvX-Net and ConvU-Net for lymphoma segmentation are constructed based on plain convolutional layers with and without our semi-supervised approach respectively. Similarly, ResX-Net and ResU-Net are constructed based on residual blocks with and without our semi-supervised approach respectively. Specifically, A basic unit in ConvX-Net and ConvU-Net is composed of 8 stacked convolutional layers. A basic unit in ResX-Net and ResU-Net is composed of 4 stacked residual blocks. The number of basic units and the depth of the down-sampling are guaranteed to be similar among all compared networks. Since the dense block has a significantly higher efficiency than the other two basic units in weight utilization [17] , the total number of weights used in DenseX-net is kept around 4M while there are about 14M weights in ConvX-Net and ResX-Net. According to experimental results, the segmentation flows in all models take the sum of focal loss and dice loss as the target loss, while the reconstruction flows in the semi-supervised models use the mse loss as the target loss. Notice that, the optimizer, initial learning rate, and learning rate decay are all tunned as the same manually, which is Adam, 10 −4 and 0.1 respectively. Each model is considered to converge according to the early stopping config and validated by 5-fold cross-validation.
Dice coefficient is taken to measure the segmentation performance of models on lymphoma scans. Besides, to evaluate the performance of models on scans without lymphoma, 20 scans without lymphoma are introduced additionally in the validation set and the results are measured quantitatively by precision and recall. All of them are shown in Fig.7 and Table 2 as follows. Fig.7 presents the lymphoma segmentation results on three different cases using different models, including the representatives of large lymphomas, isolated small lymphomas and no lymphoma. The first column represents coronal images of three CT data. colume 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 show comparative results of lymphoma segmentation between six models and ground truth on coronal images of PET data, respectively. The corresponding image patch is the local zoomed segmentation results in the azury box. The visualized segmentation results on three semi-supervised models (ConvX-Net, ResX-Net, and DenseX-Net) and their corresponding no semi-supervised versions (ConvU-Net, ResU-Net, and DenseU-Net. DenseU-Net (AD) is DenseU-Net which is trained on augmented data). The first row is the representative of large lymphomas, the second row is the representative of isolated small lymphomas and the last row is the representative of no lymphoma. We show the coronal CT images in the first column. The comparisons between ground truth and segmentation results on the SUV images are shown in the remaining columns, where the red region represents the ground truth, the green region represents the segmentation result, and the yellow region represents the overlap of them.
Note that, green denotes lymphoma segmentation results using different models, red is ground truth and yellow represents the overlapping regions between them. We can see that, 1) segmentation networks with the semi-supervised learning perform better than corresponding networks without the semi-supervised learning on the segmentation of large lymphoma (top row), 2) DenseX-Net can detect isolated small lymphomas and generate more accurate lymphoma boundary delineation than other networks (second row), 3) the proposed semi-supervised approach can avoid false positive detection in different complex networks (last row), 4) the dense block is superior to other two convolutional blocks in learning high-level representations of the lymphoma. On the other hand, Table 2 presents the performance of six models on Dice, P, and R metrics in row 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7. From Table 2 we can find that the semi-supervised learning strategy can improve the models' segmentation performance with an increase of average 3.73% on Dice.
B. THE COMPARISON OF CONVOLUTIONAL KERNEL VISUALIZATION
In order to show the advantages of joint training, this section designs a set of experiments to present the learning process and explain the internal differences between models by visualizing convolutional kernels. Fig.8 shows maximum maps of different layer's convolutional kernels using the gradient ascent method. Fig.8(a) , (c) and (e) present convolutional kernel's visualization results of shallow, intermediate and deep layers in DenseU-Net respectively. Fig.8 
(b), (d) and (f) show convolutional kernel's visualization results of shallow, intermediate and deep layers in
DenseX-Net respectively. It can be seen that, 1) the shallow layer's convolutional kernels are sensitive to simple color, boundary information, 2) the deep layer's convolutional kernels can be regarded as the combination of the shallow layer's convolutional kernels, which are more abstract and complex, 3) semi-supervised models, such as DenseX-Net, can extract richer features and have a wider and subtle structural perception using a joint training strategy compared to DenseU-Net, especially in deep layer's convolutional kernels. Besides, these visual convolutional kernels can also demonstrate that there is no over-fitting in training DenseX-Net and different kernels focus on different image characteristics.
By and large, DenseX-Net, which combines semisupervised architecture and joint training can behave better on feature extraction. The reconstruction flow can improve the effectiveness of the segmentation flow.
C. THE COMPARISON WITH DATA AUGMENTATION
In addition to semi-supervised learning, data augmentation is also an important strategy to solve the problem of lacking labeled data. In order to compare the difference between data augmentation and semi-supervised learning in improving network performance. we use three different types of data augmentation methods in series for the labeled dataset in the training set. Firstly, 2 different ratios are selected randomly from [0.8, 1.2] to scale the image, producing 2 different sizes of images. Secondly, in the same way, 2 angles are selected randomly from [−30 • , 30 • ] to rotate the previous result respectively, producing 4 images. Thirdly, the images are cropped respectively in 2 random different locations with a ratio of 0.8 on size, producing 8 images. All augmented images are resized to 256x256 finally. We train the DenseU-Net using the augmented training set and DenseX-Net using the training set before the augmentation. They are validated on the same validation set. The performance of DenseU-Net trained by augmented data is also shown in Table 2 and Fig.7 as DenseU-Net (AD). AD means DenseU-Net is trained on augmented data.
As can be seen from the last three rows of Table 2 , training DenseU-Net using the augmented data can also improve the performance of DenseU-Net, but compared to the semisupervised learning, the improvement is not obvious. Further, as shown in Fig.7 , data augmentation does not significantly avoid the false positives produced by DenseU-Net in small regions or generate more accurate lymphoma boundary delineation.
According to the comparison, we propose that this is because the distribution formed by labeled samples is only a local simulation of the real sample space. Data augmentation is effective when sampling is evenly distributed throughout the real sample space, and in this case, the augmented data can reflect the feature of the real sample space more comprehensively and generally. However, in the case where the assumption that the labeled samples can be evenly distributed throughout the real sample space is uncertain, data augmentation can only enrich the feature of the local sample space, not the real sample space. As a result, the network can't learn more generalized features, and thus data augmentation can't significantly improve the performance of the network on the validation set.
Different from data augmentation, semi-supervised learning can take advantage of plenty of unlabeled data, apart from the limited labeled data. Although the unlabeled samples are not annotated, they share the same real sample space with the labeled samples, and certainly, they imply the information about the real sample space. Through joint training, the feature information which is more generalized can be captured by the shared encoder, and thus the segmentation performance of the network on the validation set can be improved.
D. THE COMPARISON WITH OTHER SEGMENTATION NETWORKS
Except for the classic U-Net-like network, some models proposed recently years have also achieved good results in medical image segmentation tasks, such as CFUN [28] , U-Net with deep supervision [29] and semi-supervised segmentation networks based on generative adversarial network (GAN) [30] .
CFUN combines Faster R-CNN and U-Net in its architecture. By locating the heart in the chest using the frontal Faster R-CNN, CFUN can focus on heart segmentation more efficiently. Because the number and size of lymphoma distribution in the whole body are various, when we configure CFUN, we made some adjustments according to the characteristics of the lymphoma dataset, such as selecting 8, 16, 32 as the anchor sizes, selecting 0.5, 1, 2 as the ratios and keeping top 5 bounding box. For U-Net with deep supervision, several layers are added in the DenseU-Net by us to implement deep supervision, which is denoted as DSDU-Net for short. For the semi-supervised segmentation network based on GAN, we modified the input size of the network in [30] to adapt to our dataset, and denote it as SS-GAN for short. As described in Section III.A, taking the 6-channel image as input is more appropriate for lymphoma segmentation, so we adjusted all network inputs to 6-channel image. The qualitative results and quantitative measure of each network on segmentation are shown in Fig.9 and Table 3 , respectively. From Fig.9 we can see that, 1) the performance of CFUN in segmenting large lymphoma is acceptable, but it behaves poorly in small lymphoma, 2) using deep-supervised can improve the segmentation performance of DenseU-Net, but compared to our semi-supervised learning, the improvement effect is not obvious, 3) SS-GAN can't achieve the same accuracy as DenseX-Net on delineating lymphoma boundary. What's more, both DSDU-Net and SS-GAN can't avoid the false positive in the liver. As shown in Table 3 , we also achieved the best results on Dice.
Through further experiments and analyses, we found that, 1) CFUN has an advantage in detecting large organs, but as the Faster R-CNN which it bases on misses many small targets, its performance on small lymphomas is not good, 2) DSDU-Net, adopting deep supervision, can improve certain performance, but still can't take full advantage of plenty of unlabeled data, 3) although the SS-GAN makes full use of the unlabeled data during the training process, DenseX-Net can grab the generalized features about real sample space from unsupervised data in a more direct way, and is also easier to train. As a result, for the lymphoma segmentation where labeled data are limited while unlabeled data are relatively adequate, DenseX-Net is more suitable.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
For the purpose of segmenting the various lymphoma from whole-body PET/CT images end-to-end, in this paper, we come up with a semi-supervised model owning two task flows based on dense block. One flow, the segmentation flow, receiving limited annotated 6-channel images and trained in a supervised way, works on segmenting lymphoma automatically. The other flow, reconstruction flow, trained on more unlabeled 6-channel images in an unsupervised way, can capture more generalized distribution of the sample space, extract more abstract deep semantic features. By training two flows jointly in their encoders, reconstruction flow can utilize its feature extraction trained on more unlabeled data to assist segmentation flow paying more attention to the generalized, essential features of the whole sample space. This usually means lower false positives and better results in the validation set.
Through experiments, we find that whether on small lymphoma, on large clustered lymphoma clump, or on organ invasive lymphoma, DenseX-Net always has a good performance on segmentation. What's more, unlike other models which have a high dependence on removing the normal hypermetabolic organs in preprocessing, DenseX-Net is more robust on excluding false positives caused by liver and kidney automatically. But sometimes it may also behave badly on boundary delineation when the border of lymphoma is blurring, besides, misdiagnosis of small tumors also needs to be improved, which are waiting for us to solve in our future work.
Furthermore, we compare our semi-supervised approach based on plain convolution, residual block, and dense block using ablation experiments. It shows that our approach can bring about 3.73% improvement on Dice on average. In addition, compared to other state-of-art methods, we find that DenseX-Net can mine the generalized information about the real sample space contained in unlabeled data more directly. And by integrating information into the segmentation flow through the joint training, DenseX-Net behaves best among them, which is 72.63% on Dice. After adjusting the threshold to 0.65. Its Dice can increase to 72.84%. DenseX-Net has the best result no matter in qualitative or quantitative analyses.
All in all, although DenseX-Net still has problems in delineating fuzzy lymphomas and detecting small lymphomas, it can get better results than other methods in segmenting lymphoma. In addition, the approach that training an unsupervised reconstruction flow in parallel on unlabeled data to assist supervised learning provides a new idea for domains where the labeled data are limited while the unlabeled data are relatively adequate, especially in medical image processing. In our future work, we will further validate the universality of our semi-supervised structure through more experiments. Trying to apply our semi-supervised learning on more network structures, such as Faster R-CNN and GAN to improve the performance on segmenting lymphomas is our next work in the future.
